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Isis Salam Announces New Album

 Shares Single "FlyTrap" via them.

Read Mundane Mag, Hangtime, The Word is Bond Features

 (4U) ( MYDEAR) (IN LUE OF FLOWERS) LP Due Out March 24th

LISTEN & SHARE: Isis Salam - "FlyTrap"
Soundcloud

LISTEN & SHARE: Isis Salam - "Bills N Tings"
Stream | Soundcloud

LISTEN & SHARE: Isis Salam - "West Coast Chillin"
Stream | Soundcloud

"Morphing sexified nu-disco into a full-blown dance party, Salam harbours a burning talent for
getting a crowd moving"

- Wonderland

"Blissful, discernibly SoCal vibes"
- FLOOD

"Powerful music, as diverse as her story of strife and self discovery"
- Fusicology

"Isis Salam’s skills as a formidable singer/songwriter, rapper, producer and a truth seeker come
from her desire to use disco and groove predictively and retrospectively"

- Diandra Reviews It All
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A triumphant  return to the spotlight. "FlyTrap" is a chance for Isis Salam to really flex her lyrical
prowess and undeniable skills as an emcee.  As stated in the chorus “Too Fly, not to Fly”. A tour
de force return from multi hyphenate artist Isis Salam, which aims the spotlight on her talent for
turning out uncategorizable rap tracks which blends soul, funk and pop effortlessly.

Now returning to the spotlight with new project 4U IN LUE OF FLOWERS - An exploration and
meditation on “BLK JOY” ,the often contradictory realities facing a  queer non nor-atypical black
female artist. “ Black"; commonly associated with the negative and joy being its antithesis.  ISIS
SALAM yet again proves her vocal skills, versatility   as well as her playful side with   a sincere 
desire for her music to have an impact. Powerful music, as diverse as her story of strife and self
discovery. 

Featuring collaborations with legendary chicago hip house producer Tyree Cooper (best known
for billboard chart topper   “Turn up the bass”) and Kelvin Scholar (of composer for QTip, Carl
Craig, stevie Wonder), 4 U IN LIEU OF FLOWERS blends the sounds of deep house bass lines,
dillaesque jazz & hip shaking disco grooves - joining Salam’s past and future. Part one of her
three-part anthology of music, 4 U is poised to enlighten the masses on Salam’s skills as a
formidable singer/songwriter, rapper, producer and a truth seeker.

ISIS SALAM Links
Website | Spotify | Facebook | Soundcloud | Instagram | Youtube

 

(4U) (MYDEAR) (IN LIUE OF FLOWERS)
- TRACKLISTING

01. Good Life ft. LAL & Ahmad Larns
02. Westcoast Chillin
03. Electric Sheep
04. Winterblue
05. Strangers
06. Blame
07. Bills N Tings
08. Hold Tight
09. Fly Trap
10. Hold Tight (Club Kids Mix)

Isis Salam Bio:

A VOICE FOR EMPOWERMENT AND DIVERSITY 

Isis Salam’s natural habitat: the spotlight. Besides her many musical talents, the rapper, singer,
songwriter, producer, dj and entertainer is known for bringing boundless amounts of energy on
stage and respected by her fans and peers for her integrity and versatility. The Nigerian-born,
Toronto-raised, Berlin-based and New York- and London-schooled artist’s underground appeal
has been building since her debut in the scene in 2008. 

Kicking off her career as an integral part of the acclaimed Electro-Rap duo THUNDERHEIST, Isis
brought a singular and radical sound to the electronic music scene, resulting in breakthrough-
performances and a number of artist collaborations including legends such as Tyree Cooper,
Junky XL, Noreaga, Pharell, Sub-ann and LeftWing & Kody. Her soulful, take-no-prisoners vocal
performances set THUNDERHEIST’s tracks apart from many of the cookie cutter dance acts
flirting with electronic sound and brought the duo to sold out shows around the globe. A solo
career was imminent and after her sophomore release “Let Go” with deep house label Exploited
Records featuring German Duo Kruse & Nuernberg, ISIS SALAM continued exciting the crowds
at some of Europe's top music festivals such as MELT, SONAR, ADE and BREAD & BUTTER. 

However, the next chapter of Salam’s career has put her in the pilot seat as she has self-
produced, mixed and engineered a number of new tracks off her forthcoming, highly-anticipated
EP, (4U) (MYDEAR ) (IN LUE OF FLOWERS). and Having found her way into the heart of the
Berlin underground, Isis made her claim on its infamous techno scene. Her live set is a pure on-
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stage evolution: opening with deep-breathing, bass- heavy house; it morphs into sexified nu-disco
before growing into a full-blown dance party, driven to create the perfect environment for lovers of
the classics and the eccentric. The multi-hyphenate’s talents have not gone unnoticed by iconic
names in the music industry as her artful prowess has allowed her to share the stage with bold
faced names such Kanye West, Solange and Peaches, artists who represent Salam’s incredible
range and reach. Her drive and motivation grew into her manifesto. The message ISIS SALAM is
putting out there, implemented in every piece of her work: “Everything I do - I do it for the love.”

And the love keeps on growing - Isis now returns to the spotlight, yet again proving her vocal skills
as well as her playful side and a desire for her message to have an impact.

For All Isis Salam Related Press Inquiries, Please Contact
Wells Hartman wells@tellallyourfriendspr.com
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